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Global/Airways has been handling trade show freight for more than 30 years & we provide a very unique & quality transportation
service to the Trade Show Industry. We are, without a doubt, the most experienced and qualified cargo Logistics Company in the
trade show industry. Ship with us one time and you'll see the difference.
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At Global/Airways, each trade show is assigned at least one operations manager in charge of making sure your shipments are ontime every time and within budget, both in-bound and out-bound. When Global/Airways has 'official carrier' status, numerous
Global/Airways personnel are on-site providing you around the clock, personal assistance from some of the finest trade show freight
professionals in the industry. Our customer service staff is the most qualified, knowledgeable & efficient in the business. This level
of customer service ensures constant computerized tracking of all shipments, as well as, clear, precise communications from the initial
call for service through completion. Global/Airways has a track record of over 30 years of exceeding our client’s needs &
expectations.
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Global/Airways utilizes only the latest state-of-the-art tracking technology for your shipments. Which means you’re never out of
touch with your vital cargo? And we consistently have the highest on-time performance record in the business. That's why so many
shows around the world choose Global/Airways as their official carrier.
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Global/Airways utilizes a solid lineup of first class carriers - trucking, ocean, airlines, and special air couriers - standard and charter
- all experienced in trade show freight. We even offer exclusive truck caravans for show-to-show shipping. At Global/Airways, we
look at your needs and develop a program specifically tailored to fit those unique requirements. Same day, next day, 3-5 day timedefinite deferred, LCL, FCL, LTL, FTL, exclusive use vehicle, special consolidations, warehousing, oversized freight - there is no
project we can't handle for you.
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Our strong long-term partnerships overseas allow us to expedite international as well as all trade show cargo delivery. Proper
paperwork is a key to delivering your booth on time and we make sure it's done right the first time.
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REQUEST A SHIPPING QUOTE
PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE WITH

The West Coast Trend Show
Embassy Suites LAX | Los Angeles

TO REQUEST A QUOTE: PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM & FAX IT TO 949-699-1495
OR CONTACT OUR GLOBAL/AIRWAYS SALES DEPARTMENT AT 888-412-5344.

SHIPIMENT INFORMATION:
Number of Pieces: ______________

Approximate Weight: _____________

Dimensions (in inches):
PICK-UP ORIGIN:
COMPANY NAME

EXHIBITOR NAME AND ROOM NUMBER

CONTACT NAME

PHONE NUMBER

E-MAIL ADDRESS

FAX NUMBER

ADDRESS

SUITE #/FLOOR

CITY

STATE

SERVICE LEVEL:

Time Definite Ground (3-5 Day)

2nd Day

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

Next Day/Express

DESTINATION ADDRESS :
EMBASSY SUITES LAX NORTH
9801 Airport Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(310) 215-1000

Suite #______________

RETURN DESTINATION:

Please check this box if you have
Additional information, or are going
Directly to another show
Suite Number___________________

Same as pick-up origin address.
Address or Trade Show: _______________________________
_______________________________________________________

Global Shipping Alliance: 25255 Cabot Road, Suite 212, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Phone 888-412-5344 ~ Fax 949-699-1495 ~ Website: www.TrustGlobal.com

